COUNTER BALANCE DANCE CLUB

We, the club Counter Balance, as a contemporary dance organization, intend to provide students of Soka University of America with the exposure to dance styles like ballet, contemporary, and jazz. We establish this club to emphasize three of the most important aspects of dance - beauty, benefit, and good. Dance in itself is an aesthetically beautiful movement that not only allows dancers to explore themselves but also taps into the emotions of the audience.

2010 Spring Semester Goals

1. To maintain membership of club to 10 members or more.
2. To hold regular workshops with professional dancers such as Jan Need (Dance Professor, SUA), Adam Berube (Holds a Masters Degree in Dance) in order to acquire more technique and skills in choreography.
3. To present a show entirely choreographed and performed by the dancers of Counter Balance.

Club Contact: CounterBalanceClub@soka.edu